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PROCEDURE FOR MARKET MAKERS 

Text Approved According to Resolution No. 292-2007 issued on November 9, 2007 by  

Panama´s National Securities Commission 

Session for Market Makers: It was determined that the electronic negotiations for "Market Makers" 

shall be performed in an independent session, in which both the specialists and the other members of 

the Stock Exchange would take part, and that both parties could make offers to purchase and sell. 

Registration: 

1. To be a Market Maker the interested Stock Exchange´s seat holder must submit an application in 

writing to Panama´s Stock Exchange, which is the only entity that can grant such a franchise, 

depending on whether the seat holder complies with the requirements of the Stock Exchange. 

2. If any Stock Exchange seat holder wants to be a Market Maker, after the mandatory six months, it 

must inform the Stock Exchange within five days of the calendar month and with thirty calendar days 

advance notice. 

3. All Stock Exchange seat holders can apply at any time to be a Market Maker for the marketing of 

any security. 

4. The Stock Exchange will determine the requirements to be fulfilled by the seat holders in order to 

apply for the franchise, who must inform the Stock Exchange of the internal controls within its 

organization, leaving the final determination pending the authorization of the Board of Directors. 

Currently, the requirement shall be the same as those needed to be a Stock Exchange seat holders. 

5 Number of Market Makers: It was determined that there shall be a minimum of one (1) and a 

maximum of three (3) Market Makers (shares, debt, others) for each securities issue registered.  The 

Stock Exchange will notify each seat holder of the Stock Exchange with 10 days prior notice before the 

security is negotiated at the meeting of Market Makers. 
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Procedure for Market Makers: 

1. In the Market Maker system, all Stock Exchange seat holders may include offers to purchase and 

sell, regardless whether or not they are Market Makers. 

2. The Market Maker may include bids through the screen requesting both to buy and sell. When a 

transaction closes on one side of the offer/sell bid, the other end will be automatically deleted and 

the Market Maker shall be obliged to include once again its offer to buy and sell. 

3. The procedures that match buy/sell orders shall be equal to those of the current session. 

4. The system displays the best offer to buy or sell, be it either from the Market Maker or the seat 

holder of the Stock Exchange, but in the event that the offer to buy/sell of the Market Maker is equal 

to that of a seat holder, only the offer from the Market Maker will be displayed, without taking into 

account the time of entry of the offer.  In case an offer by a Market Maker is the same as that of  

another Market Maker, the assignment of the trade will be based on the time of entry. 

5. The offerings by Market Makers will be reflected to all in red color, to distinguish it from other bids, 

with their own bids remaining in yellow. 

6. The Market Makers shall have an open system, so the Market Makers can check the depth of the 

market and know which seat holder or Market Makers are making bids. 

7. The seat holders of the Stock Exchange that are not Market Makers may not have access to 

information on the depth of the market.  Seat holders of the Stock Exchange can only look at the best 

offers to purchase or sell.  In this respect, this will be a blind trading system. 

8. The bids of the Market Makers shall have priority over other members, provided the price is the 

same, regardless of the time of entry. 
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9. All transactions affect the daily quota of the seat holder´s position. Similarly, if there is insufficient 

quota then the offer will not be accepted and a match with another seat holder can be made 

provided it meets the conditions. 

10. No offers shall be “All or Nothing”. 

11. The schedule of the trading session will be from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

12 The same fee schedule shall apply for transactions by Market Makers. 

Transactions that are carried out by the Market Makers for their own position will not be charged a 

commission, but will be credited toward the commission that must be generate in a year in order not 

to pay the extraordinary fee. 

Obligations of the Market Makers: 

1. At a Minimum, they must have purchase and sell orders of 500 shares and $5,000.00 for debt 

instruments. 

2. Orders can be improve with a minimum US$0.10, as it is currently. For Market Maker, the 

increments can to be made by US$0.05. 

3. Initially, the spread will be free until the Board of Directors determines otherwise. 

Subsequently a minimum "spread" will not be established, but the maximum "spread" between the 

buying and selling will be three percent (3%) for debt instruments and five percent (5%) for stocks. 

4. The replacement time for a purchase or sell order will be up to 2 hours, maximum. 

5. After the 2 hours, the seat holder of the Stock Exchange shall be penalized with one Dollar 

(US$1.00) for every minute after the 2 hours that it do not replace an order, up to a maximum of US$. 

75.00 per day. 

6. All orders for purchase and sell positions received by seat holders of the Stock Exchange from their 

clients or from other seat holders of the Stock Exchange shall be reflected immediately in the log for 
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orders in the electronic system of the Stock Exchange, so long as the client has an open account and 

has deposited the securities with the securities firm holding the seat holders of the Stock Exchange.  

7. The fact that Stock Exchange has suspended the negotiation of any security (be it a stock or debt 

instrument) of an issuer for any violation to the rules of the Stock Exchange, relieves the Market 

Maker, during the suspension, from the obligation of having to keep offers in the system. 

8 Seat holders of the Stock Exchange belonging to banks may be Market Makers for the bank´s shares. 

9 Seat holders of the Stock Exchange that are not Market Makers cannot executer crossed 

transactions. Market Makers can execute crossed transactions, maintaining their priority in time and 

does not change is the switch from the prices listed.  

10. The Market Maker may request an exoneration not to include sell offers for up to a limited 30-day 

period, the buying bids are obligatory.  The Market Makers may not request such exemption again for 

a period of three months. 


